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Complete the placard below with the missing prepositions:

This work is ____ an artist _____ a nation whose citizens are being
denied entry into the United States, according _____ a presidential
executive order issued ____ January 27, 2017. This is one of
several such artworks _____ the Museum’s collection installed
throughout the fifth-floor galleries to affirm the ideals ____
welcome and freedom as vital to this Museum, as they are to the
United States.
Vocabulary
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)
h)
i)

A lot of people think boxing should be banned.
There were about a dozen people at the party.
Travel broadens your mind.
Mr. Mitchell became the curator of the Bodleian library in 1892.
Only a handful of people came to the meeting.
The canon of medicine was published in 1025.
Anne stuck (stick) a picture of her b
 oyfriend on the wall.
Many of these workers will be displaced (displacement) by modern technology.
They are seeking to change the rules.

Match the underlined words with their definitions:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)
9)

( ) Legal or formal prohibition
( ) The authentic works of a writer/ artist
( ) To increase or make something increase and include more things or people:
( ) To try to do, get or find something.
( ) To become joined to something or to make something become joined to
something else
( ) twelve, or a group of twelve/ a lot (informal)
( )To make someone or something leave their usual place or position
( ) A small quantity or number
( ) one who has the superintendence of something/ in charge of a museum, or
other place of exhibit
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